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ABSTRACT

Ve present here some recent results on gravitational lensing statistics as applied to a sample of 470 highly

luminous quasars. These objecb were clirectly imaged, either from the ground (ESO, CFH) under optimal

seeing co.rditio.rr, or using the Hubble Space Telescope. \ù/e have derived values for the effectiveness

p"ruri.t". F of galaxies, modeled by mearn o[ singular isothemral spheres, to produce macro-lensed imagss

of distant quasars, and upper lirnits on the densiry parameter C); ol compact objects with masses - 1010 -

1012 Mo. Adopting Ho = 50 krn/sec/Mpc, Ç)o = 1 and Â : 0, we find that rt the 99.70/o confidence level,

0.005 < F < 0.527 and that Cl1< 0.02.

Comparing the efÏiciencies of ground-based and space instruments used to search for gravitational lens

systems u-o"! highly luninous quasars, we conclude that for the near frrture, ground-based direct imaging

ciraracterized by igood dynamicil range srill consrirutes the best observational strategy. Replacement 9f the

WTpC I camera UV VnpC II will of course improve rnuch the efficiency of HST to constrain Cl1 This is

particularly true in rhe rrass range 108 - 1010 Mo. A more detailed account of this work will be reported

soon in the Astronor.nical Joumal.

l.INTRODUCTION

Since macro-gravitational lens systerns provicle us with equivalent optical benche-q having dimensions

comparable tJ the size oF the Universe, we lnây conveniently use them in order to infer various parameters

of astrophysical (mass of deflecting galaxies, size of intervening gas clouds, etc.) and cosmological (Ho' flo
À, etc.) significance. 1Ve refer to Blandford and Narayan QnD for a general review on this subiect.

The possibility of using statistical gravitational lens studies as an astrophysical or cosmological tool has

motivateà the present *oik. B"fore recalling the basic concept.underlying this method, we describe our

àarabase of 47ô highly luminous quâsars (hèreafter HLQs) that have been used as probes of gravitational

lensing. Results are finally presented as well as solne general conclusions.

2. OBSERVATIONS

Following the successful outcomes of the survey for gravitational lens (GL) candidates among HLQs

(typicall/tyty < -ZDz iniriated in November 1986 by the Liège/ESO/Harnburg group (Surdej et al. 1988a-c)'

four teams of observers have carried out independent, clirect irnaging searches for additional closely spaced

gravitationally lensed QSO components.

The most important observational characteristics of these four samples o_f H.LQs are surnmarized in

Table 1 and are aiso partly illusrrated in Fig. 1 (totalizing 660 observations; see Surdej et al. 1D2, Crampton

etal. l992,yeeet al. Igg}andBahcall etal. lgg2,Maizetal.lçf/2formoredetails).Notethatbecauseof
observational duplication, there only remains a total at 470 distinct quasafs.

I based upon observations collected at the European So_uthem Observatory (La Silla, Chile), with the

Canada Fiance Hawaii Telescope and with the Hubble Space Telescope.
2 Unless quoted otherwise, we have adopted in the present work Ho = 50 km,/sec/Mpc, C)o = 1 and Â = 0
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112 Grauitational Lenses

Considering the nlergedsample of HLQs, we adopt 3 s Nr< 15 for the observed numLrer N1 of lenses
whose multiple images are characterized by an angular separation 0 S 3,, and a magnitude difference Âm <
5 ma& (ground-based observations) or Âm < 3 nrag. (HST observations). The lower'ii-it .o.rerponds to the
tttost "pessiuristic" estimate for the number of lenses (PG1115+080,UM673 andHI4IJ+117) piesent in the
merged sample, and rhe upper limit to the most "optiuristic" one.

. Defining the "angle selection function" (ASF) as being the rnaximurn detectable magnitude difference
Âm. between rwo point-like irtrages separated by an angle 0, we have illustrated in Fig. 2 these ASFs for
each of the 4 HLQ sauples and the various methods of irnage analysis that have been ùed, i.e. 'Type' = 1
(ESO-KP, visual examination),2 (ESO-KP, pSFsulrrraction),3 (Cramptonet al.), 4(yee et al., visuai Lxami_
nation), 5 (Yee et al., comparison with contour plots of nearby stars), 6 (HST, visual examination).

Table
visual

Sumrnary
ninrdes,

of the observational characteristics (nunrber, 
^ver^ge 

redshift, apparent and absolute
and seeing) relevant to the four selected HLe sarnples

No of HLQs:
<z>:
(v):
<MV>,
<FWHM):
Pessimistic:
and Optimistic:
estimates of the
No of GL candidates

188

17.5
-28.0
1.05"

3
1l

101

2.4
18.1

0.67,
0
z

104
z.z
17.7

-27.8
0.76'

I
i

zo/

I /.O
-27.8

0

470
2.2
17.7

3
r5

Figure 1: Apparent ntagnitude (V) versus redshift (z) diagrarn showing the locations of 6003 quasars (very
small dots) extracted from the Véron-Cetty and Véron (1991) caraloguè. Note that not all appâ.e.,t ,n"gni
tudes quoted for the quasars in the above cat:rlogue are visual and that rnost of them are jusi èsdmates. itre
470 selected HLQs are thown by small squares, the 28 (aithough only about half of these probably consist
of) possible lens candidates by circles, and the 3 known lensed quasars identified in the mèrged sample by
crosses. Several lines of constant al'lsoh,rte visual rnagnitudes are also shown.

Sci+ttce witlt tbe Hubble Space Telescopte
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Figure 2:The "angle selection functions" (ASFs), derived under average seeing conditions (see <FWHM> in
table t), for the ti.io.,s types of ground based (Type = 1-5) and HST (Type = 6) observations. The maxi-
mum detectable magnitude difference 

^m 
between two irnages is ploned here as a function of their separa-

tion 0. Vhereas the HST angle selection function is somewhat better for 0 < 0.4" (equivalent to ground
based seeing conditions near 0.7"), the better dynamical range of ground based CCDs eccounts for beuer
ASFswhene>0.4*.

3. GRAVTTATIONAL LENSING STATISTICS

Considering first a singular isorhermal sphere lens model (SIS), useful to describe as a first approximation
the lensing properties of galaxies in the Universe, we know that in case of a perfect alignment between the

source, the ieni and the observer, there will be formation of an Eirntein ring whose angular radius 0g just

depends on the redshift of the source z, ,of the deflector z4znd on the one-component velocity dispersion

o of the galaxy. Of course, the same phenomenon ocûrrs for the case of a point mass lens model (PM),

characterized by its mass M.

In the absence of a perfect alignment, the Einstein ring breaks into two lensed images whose angular

separation 0 is stjll of the order of 2 0g, but whose brightness difference Àm increases with the value of the

impact parameter b. For a fixed value of Am, dictated for instance by the dynamical range of our instru-

-ent, o.te may thus define a cross section o(Âm) sunounding the lens such that if the light ray-from a

distant quasar crosses o(Âm), the two lensed images, which are characterized by a magnitude difference
Âm, will be detectable by the observer. One may easily derive the expression of o(Âm) for the two different

rypes of lensing model.

Now, for a given ASF, which depends of course on seeing conditions in the case of ground-based

observations and-, unfortunately, on spherical aberration in the case of HST observations, and also given a
cosmological distribution of lenses in the Universe and a distant source, it is easy to evaluate the expression

of the oprical depth t for lensing, i.e. the probability that a distant quasar witl be multiply imaged: it is
given by the number of lenses (usually << 1) enclosed in the volume between the observer and the source

whose cross section, at a redshift z6 , is equal to o(Àm,0,2d.

0.6u-.10.2
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3.1 The effectiveness parameter F of galaxy lenses

For the case of the SIS model, one finds that the number of expected lenses Nl (= r Nçf may be expressed
as

No

w, = rlf(tr) u(ur,rype,o^,*) s"o, (1)
q=l

where :

- Nq represents the number of quasars in the sample having a redshift zqand a blue apparent magni-
tude bq,

- F + noo4 measures the effectiveness of cosmically distributed 'singular isothermal spherical' (SIS)
galaxies to produce double QSO images (n6 being the local nurnber density and o the one-component
velociry dispersion of those galaxies; see Turner, Ostriker and Gott, 1)84, hereafter TOG). From observed
parameters of local galaxies and adopting an SIS lens model, Fukugita and Tumer (L991, hereafter FI),
Kochanek (199D and Mao (L991) have calculated that F- 0.047 + 0.011, with 90plo conrribured by E and S0
galaxies. All those authors also report that 0.023 < F < O.O4'l when the effects of a finite core radius are
taken into account. Note that these estimates are independent of the value adopted for Ho and that FT
actually confirm that the core radii of E and SO galaxies seern to be very small,

- f(zq) accounts for the redshift dependence of the optical depth T for macro-lensing,

- H(bo,Type,0nt"*) is a complex function which depends on the importance of the amplification - or
more appropriately, the magnification - bias (increasing very much with decreasing values of bq ), on the
probability distribution p(0) ior the angular separation between two source images produced by an StS lens
model to lie in the range [0, 0+d0], on the partiolar set of observations considered (see the ASFs in Fig. 2
for the different values of Type = 1-6) and, finally, on the maximum angular radius 0631 (set here to 3") of
the field under consideration (see Surdel et il. lDZ for more details).

- finally, because of criteria imposed on the image morphology, color, proper moLion, etc. while select-
ing quasar candidates, existing quasxr catalogues are thought to be biased against the inclusion of gravita-
tionally lensed objects. Indeed, quasar candidates might have been excluded from quasar catalogues
because they appear either not to be stellar-like (e.g. made of rnultiple irnages), or somewhat redder than
expected (because of a possible contamination by a deflecting galary) or even, possibly affected by an
apparent proper molion (induced by light variability of one or more of its components). Taking into
account the fwo ûrst observational biases, Kochanek (1991) has estimated that losses of up to 300/o of GL
systerns may result. Therefore, in order to coffect for these biases, we have set Sç21 -0.7 rn Eq. (1).

1,1.1. Numerical applications and results

\fle cornider together the ESO-KP, Crampton et al., Yee et al. and HST snapshot samples of 470 = (188 U
101 U 104 U 267) HLQs for which we have also listed in Table 1 the numbers Nf (optimistic esrimate) and

Nf (pesslmistic estimate) of possible lens candidates and known cases of gravitational lensing, respec-
rively. We have ttten derived by means of Eq. (1) lower and upper lirnits for the effectiveness parameter F,
taking into account the dependence of the functions f(a ) and HGqType,0ro.*) for each HLQ, assuming

various types of cosmologies (cf. different values of the normalized cosmological parameter fo = 
^ 

/\Hb.
Conversely, we have adopted the range of values 0.023 < P < 0.047, inferred by FT for the effecliveness

parameter F of SIS galaxies, and we have derived upper (N;;e) and lower (N;p) esrimares for rhe
expected numbers of lenses. Our results are summarized in Table 2.

Science u/itb tbe Hubble Space Tebscope
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Table 2: Results on F and NexP from our statistical GL studies (see Text)

T I)

(.l" À" F6 (99.70/o) Fùp (99.7o/o) N,io N:;,

1

0.1
0
0

0
0.9

1

0

v.)z /
0.100
0.041
0.292

1a
6.7
ro. /
)4

2.6
13.7
33.4
+./

0.005
0.001
0.0004
0.003

3.1.2. Discussion

For the case of an Einstein-de Sitter cosmology (O"= 1,Â = 0), we find that, at the99.7o/o confidence level,
0.005 < F 50.527. This large interval of values encornpasses the predicted value F = 0.047 + 0.011 for the
case of a SIS lens model and 0.023 < F S 0.047 when the effects of a finite core radius are taken into
account (see FT, Kochanek 1991 znd Mao 1991). Furthermore, our statistical results seem to confirm the
claims by Turner (1990), Fukugita, Futamase and Kasai (1990, FFK), Fukugita, Futamase, Kasai and Tumer
(1991, FFKT), FT and others that flat universe models excessively dominated by the cosmological constant
are not favored. However, due to a number of cornplications not discussed here, the possibility of estimat-
ing the cosmological parameter Â from the observed rate of quasars being lensed by galaxies should be
considered presently with great caution.

For a given instruuental configuration (i.e. fixed ASF and 0sp,.), it is obvious frorn Eq. (1) that in order

to maximize the detection of GL systen$ among HLQs, one should select quasars such that the quantify
(zq) H(bq,Type,0,nxy) is as high as possible. Representing for instance this latter quantity as a func[ion o[
the-absolute magnitude My for each of rhe 470 HLQs in the rnerged sample, one immediately notices the

very tight correlation existing between f(z') H(b',Type,01nx;ç) and My (see Fig. 3). This clearly indicates

why selecting a sample of quasars with an intrinsic brightness as high as possible constitutes the best
approach to search for new lenses as well as to constrain most efficiently the value of the effectiveness
parameter F.
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Figure 3: The quantity i(zQ H(bq ,Type,0,1x1) is represented as a

for each of the 470 HLQs observed in rhe rnerged sarr.rple.
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Figure 4: Histograrn of the function H(bo,Type,Os1'",ç) (see Eq. (1)) for the 660 observations of HLes either
obtained with ground-based (GB) telescopes or with HST.

Addressing now the observational strategy (cf. irntrunental efficiency) to follow when searching for new
GIs, we see from Eq. (1) that the function Hô*Type,0rnax) should be maximized, i.e. one should make
use of instrumenls characterized by the best resolving power (e.g. optimal seeing conditions for the ground
based observations) with 

-as 
large,a, dynamical range as possible. We have lllustrated n nigure- 4 the

histograrn of that quantity for the 660 observations of rhe 470 HLQs available so far, in accordanàe with the
"angular selection functions" illustrated in Fig. 2. Although the angular resolution of the HST observations is
substantially superior to that of the ground based data, the corresponding dynamical range is presently
more limited, resulting in a very comparable efficiency for the deteciion of GL candidates. Given the much
lower costs -for operating instrumenls frorn the ground, there is no doubt that observations of HLes
obtained with a 2-4m ground-based telescope and characterized by a large dynamical range (Âm > 5) ariA
high angular resolution (optirnal seeing conditions or using a speckle carnera) should still provide in the
near future the best strategy to search for new Gls.

3.2.The cosmological density parameter Ol of point mass lenses

For the case of the PM lens model, we find thar the number of expected lenses may be expressed as

where O1 represents the local density of lensing points in units of the critical density of the Universe and
where G is a complex function of h,bO, Type, 0',y,*, M1 and Cl1 .

3.2.1. Numerical applications and results

Making use of rhe 470 quasars observed within the ESO-KP, Crampton et al., Yee et al. and HST snapshot
samples, we have applied Eq. (2) in order to set upper liurits on the parameter Çt1for compact lenses in the
mâss range 1010 - t0l2 Mo (see Table 3). At the 99.7o/o confidence level and adopring Ho = 50

Grauitational Lens6

1.030
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4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Generally speaking, gravitational lensing effects may alter the observed number counts of distant quasars in
various ways. whereas we have considered in this work the phenomenon of multiply imaged qràr"rs at -
0'1-3" angular scales, it should be noted that magnification of distant qrr"r".s -ay also iesult from
microlensing effects due to stellar and,/or planetary-like objecrs in intervening galaxies ai well as by matter
(galaxies, clusters, large sheets of dust and gas, other -unknown?- forms ol àark matter, etc.) at various
possible locations along the line-of-sight.

_ In the present palef, we have applied statistical gravitational lens studies to a sample of 470 highly
luminous quasars (HLQs), either observed from the ground or with HST, in order to estimate the effecùve-
ness parameter F of singular isothermal sphere (SIS) gx12x;ss _as well as upper bounds on the densiry
parameter O1 of compact ob.iects in the mass range 1010 - rc12 lr4s. For the values of the cosmologicai
parameters Ho = 50 km,/sec/Mpc, Oo = 1 and Â = 0, we have found, at the significance level of 993oA, thti
(i) 0.005 S F < 0.527, a result which ovedaps current expectations (FI) and that (ii) O1 < 0.02, implyir.g that
less than 2o/o of the closure^density of the Universe is in the form of compact objects with masses in the
range 1o1o < M1l Mo < 1012.

Comparing the efficiencies of ground based and of HST observations carried out for rhe 470 selected
HLQs in a search for new lenses, we have concluded that these efficiencies were presently very compara-
ble. Note that observations of a medium size sample of HLQs with WFPC II should allow one to constrain
the density parameter oL to less than 0.01 in the mass range 108 - tolo lr4o; a search for massive compact
obiects near 109 M6 being of course dictated by the possible existence of dark black holes with masses
similar to AGN central engines.
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